УНИВЕРЗИТЕТ У ИСТОЧНОМ САРАЈЕВУ
UNIVERSITY OF EAST SARAJEVO
The University of East Sarajevo, under the name of the University of Sarajevo, Republic of Srpska, was established on 14 September 1992 by the decision of the National Assembly of Republic of Srpska.

The teaching process at the University of East Sarajevo started in October 1993/1994 academic year. In accordance with the Bologna process, which implementation started in 2006, the University was renamed into the University of East Sarajevo and since the academic 2007/08 it has become the integrated university, legal body consisting of 17 organizational units – 15 faculties and 2 academies located in 10 towns.

The University of East Sarajevo heritages the tradition of the first institutions of higher education established in BH – Sarajevo Seminary founded in 1882 which provided not just theological education but secular as well. It, as the first Serbian high school in BH, is the stem of the University of East Sarajevo.

Teaching process in academic 1993/1994 started at the Faculties of Economics and Philosophy in Pale, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry in Foca, Faculty of Technology in Zvornik, and the Faculty of Pedagogy in Bijeljina.

In academic 1994/95, teaching process started at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Faculty of Agriculture in Lukavica (today East New Sarajevo municipality), Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Vogosca (now in East New Sarajevo municipality), Faculty of Law in Ilidza (now in Pale), Academy of Music in Ilidza (now in East New Sarajevo municipality), and Orthodox Theologic Academy “St. Vasilije Ostroski” in Foca.

In academic 1995/96, the Academy of Fine Arts and the Faculty of Production and Management started their work in Trebinje, and Faculty of Physical Education (now the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport) started with the teaching process in Pale.
The Faculty of Economics in Bicko started its activities in academic 1997/98. The Faculty of Traffic Engineering in Doboj started with work in academic 2005/2006 as well as the Faculty of Foreign Trade (now the Faculty of Business Economics) in Bijeljina. Since 2008 the Faculty of Dentistry was transformed into a study program of the Faculty of Medicine in Foca. Location of faculties and academies of the University of East Sarajevo is a specific characteristic of the University, providing the possibility to young people to continue their education at this institution without leaving place of living.

After the foundation of the University of East Sarajevo, the development of this higher education institution has been helped and supported by the University of Banja Luka and universities in Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, at that time.
Today the courses at the integrated University of East Sarajevo have been attended by approximately 13,000 students in 10 towns where 17 organizational units of the University are located, while the Rector’s Office, as an administrative center, is located in East Sarajevo. There are 56 academic programs of the first cycle, 47 of the second cycle and 8 of the third cycle of studies. Study programs of the University follow modern scientific trends and scientific knowledge, and we strive to harmonize them with current developments in the labor market and with the needs of the economic environment.

The University of East Sarajevo is the first accredited public higher education institution in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and in 2018 it will enter the process of re-accreditation. Considerable resources have been invested in the modernization of laboratories and IT equipment, especially in the 7 research centers at the University of East Sarajevo, thus enabling the practical application of knowledge and giving impetus to the development of science.

The University of East Sarajevo, as a partner or coordinator, has been actively involved in major projects and programs such as IPA, Erasmus + (including former Tempus program), Horizon 2020, providing improvement of academic community, exchange of teaching staff and students, volunteering or work abroad, cooperation with industry in order to commercialize innovative products or services, improvement of infrastructure etc.

The University traditionally organizes high-quality scientific meetings with a very large number of submitted papers and participants from countries all around the world, emphasizing a reputation which scientific conferences of the University have built in the global academic community. Due to good scientific results achieved by most scientific conferences, the University of East Sarajevo and its conferences have been classified as a prominent international scientific institution by numerous strict categorization.

The University of East Sarajevo is a member of the European University Association – EUA, Danube Rectors' Conference, Alpe-Adria Rectors' Conference, and the Rectors’ Conferences of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The University is committed to development of cooperation with other universities in BiH and abroad, as well as with international organizations dealing with higher education, which provides the possibility of mobility of students and teachers. Mobility is achieved through CEEPUS program, Erasmus + program, national programs of the Ministry of Education and Culture of Republic of Srpska, as well as through bilateral cooperation of certain organizational units with related institutions of higher education from abroad.

In the field of international and inter-university cooperation, the University has 55 signed general cooperation agreements with higher education institutions in the country, region, Europe and the world, as well as 119 special agreements defining the cooperation of organizational units with related universities, commercial enterprises, institutes and agencies.

The University of East Sarajevo will continue strengthening cooperation with the real sector because there is a mutual interest. The economy counts on the expertise of young people educated at our University, while at the same time students require practice in enterprises to acquire the skills necessary for later employment.

We develop the University as responsible, autonomous and leading research, educational, scientific and artistic institution in Republic of Srpska, BiH and Europe.

Taking into account the fact that initiators of social progress can only be staff who possess the appropriate knowledge and are willing to take responsibility for the development of the society, we will try to raise the quality of education offered by the University of East Sarajevo to a higher level in the future. Along with raising the quality of study programs, we will work to raise the quality of teachers, professors because they are a key factor in the education of young people. They are required to contribute to the economic, cultural, scientific and educational life, and it is necessary to strengthen the reputation of this profession.
Academy of Fine Arts

Академија ликовних умјетности
The Academy of Fine Arts was established in 1995 in Trebinje. Classes are organized at the first and second study cycles of the study program Visual Arts. During the studies, the students are educated to become independent artists and art educators through the theoretical and practical work. They grow into free complex artistic personalities, who are socially responsible, able to independently deal with artistic creation, as well as responsible and creative engagement in art classes in schools, as well as in cultural institutions.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle and the field of study they have completed:

I cycle
- Visual Arts, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Visual arts - Painter
- Visual Arts, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Visual arts - Sculptor
- Visual Arts, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Visual arts - Graphic Artist
- Visual Arts, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Graphic Designer
The Academy of Fine Arts Trebinje has signed international agreements and agreements on cooperation with related institutions of higher education in the region, as well as associations concerned with the artistic work.

At the Academy of Fine Arts Trebinje, there is the student representative body - Student organization ALU Trebinje.
The Faculty of Economics was established in 1997/98 academic year in Brcko. Teaching process is conducted in two study cycles. Faculty, in the context of teaching and scientific research work, develops cooperation with a number of related faculties and scientific institutions from BiH and abroad, which allows the Faculty to engage traditionally eminent professors and experts in economics and related fields.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the study cycle and the completed study program:

**I cycle**
- **Study Program Economics, Department of Management**, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Economist
- **Study Program Economics, Department of Accounting and Finance**, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Economist
Based on the regulations provided with the Bologna Declaration, students of the Faculty of Economics Brcko are able to use mobility programs such as ERASMUS, ERASMUS+, CEEPUS, and they have their passed exams at universities providing mobility programs fully recognized. The same rule applies to students from the faculties with related profiles who wish to complete their education at the Faculty of Economics Brcko.

The Faculty publishes the journal “Proceedings of the Faculty of Economics Brcko”, and also it has published the “Proceedings of the Third International Conference of the Faculty of Economics Brcko - The partnership of government, business and higher education institutions in fostering economic development.” The Faculty of Economics Brcko organizes an annual international conference, and it is also an important segment of economic development of the Brcko District. Within the Fair of Economy in Brcko District, an international conference of the Faculty of Economics is organized.

Students’ representative body of the Faculty is the “Students’ Union of the Faculty of Economics Brcko”.

II cycle
• Study program Financial and Banking Management, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS
• Study program Marketing and Management, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS
• Study program Economic Policy and Development, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS

II циклус
• Студијски програм финансијски и банкарски менаџмент, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер економије - 300 ECTS
• Студијски програм маркетинг и менаџмент, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер економије - 300 ECTS
• Студијски програм Економска политика и развој, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер економије - 300 ECTS
Faculty of Economics
Pale

Економски факултет Пале

Faculty of Economics Pale
The Faculty of Economics Pale was established in 1993/94 academic year in Pale. Teaching process is conducted on the first and second study cycles, while the third cycle is in the establishing process. Application can be made for the doctoral studies under the old program.

The recognisability of the Faculty of Economics Pale is related to provision of the highest quality of theoretical and practical economic knowledge in Republic of Srpska and BiH, work with the most professional teachers in the region, as well as the best conditions for studying in a modern equipped building. Diploma from the Faculty of Economics Pale provides the greatest opportunities for employment in the leading home and foreign companies, a chance to continue the studies at home and abroad, as well as the possibility of obtaining state and corporate student scholarships.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the completed cycle and study program:

I cycle
- Economics, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Economics
- Tourism and Hotel Management, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Economics of Tourism and Hotel Management

I циклус студија
- Економија, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани економиста
- Туризам и хотелјерство, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани економиста за туризам и хотелјерство
II cycle
• Finance, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS
• Business Management, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS
• Macroeconomics, Reforms and Business, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS
• Economic Development of BiH, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS
• Quantitative Economics, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Economics - 300 ECTS

The Faculty of Economics Pale publishes the scientific journal “Proceedings of the Faculty of Economics in East Sarajevo”. The Faculty traditionally organizes scientific conference with international participation “Jahorina Business Forum.”
Faculty of Electrical Engineering

Електротехнически факултет

Faculty of Electrical Engineering
The Faculty of Electrical Engineering was founded in 1994/95 academic year in Lukavica (today municipality of East New Sarajevo). Teaching process is conducted at the first and second study cycles. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering, as the institution with a long tradition, is recognized by the quality of teaching and scientific research in education resulting in high-quality graduates for the various branches of the economy in the areas of electrical engineering and computer science. There is a constant interest of students for admission to this Faculty. Demand for staff of this profile and good job opportunities after graduation put this Faculty on the list of perspective faculties for which students opt after finishing high school.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the study cycle and the completed study program:

**I cycle**
- Study program Power Engineering - 240 ECTS,
  4 years - Graduated Electrical Engineer - Power Engineering
- Study program Automatics and Electronics - 240 ECTS,
  4 years - Graduated Electrical Engineer - Automatics and Electronics
- Study program Computer Science - 240 ECTS,
  4 years - Graduated Electrical Engineer - Computer Science

---

**Faculty of Electrical Engineering**

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering was founded in 1994/95 academic year in Lukavica (today municipality of East New Sarajevo). Teaching process is conducted at the first and second study cycles. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering, as the institution with a long tradition, is recognized by the quality of teaching and scientific research in education resulting in high-quality graduates for the various branches of the economy in the areas of electrical engineering and computer science. There is a constant interest of students for admission to this Faculty. Demand for staff of this profile and good job opportunities after graduation put this Faculty on the list of perspective faculties for which students opt after finishing high school.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the study cycle and the completed study program:

**Faculty of Electrical Engineering**

---

**Faculty of Electrical Engineering**

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering was founded in 1994/95 academic year in Lukavica (today municipality of East New Sarajevo). Teaching process is conducted at the first and second study cycles. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering, as the institution with a long tradition, is recognized by the quality of teaching and scientific research in education resulting in high-quality graduates for the various branches of the economy in the areas of electrical engineering and computer science. There is a constant interest of students for admission to this Faculty. Demand for staff of this profile and good job opportunities after graduation put this Faculty on the list of perspective faculties for which students opt after finishing high school.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the study cycle and the completed study program:

**Faculty of Electrical Engineering**

---

**Faculty of Electrical Engineering**

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering was founded in 1994/95 academic year in Lukavica (today municipality of East New Sarajevo). Teaching process is conducted at the first and second study cycles. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering, as the institution with a long tradition, is recognized by the quality of teaching and scientific research in education resulting in high-quality graduates for the various branches of the economy in the areas of electrical engineering and computer science. There is a constant interest of students for admission to this Faculty. Demand for staff of this profile and good job opportunities after graduation put this Faculty on the list of perspective faculties for which students opt after finishing high school.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the study cycle and the completed study program:
II cycle

• Study Program Power Engineering - 60 ECTS,
  1 year - Master in Electrical Engineering - Power Engineering - 300 ECTS
• Study Program Automatics and Electronics - 60 ECTS,
  1 year - Master in Electrical Engineering - Automatics and Electronics - 300 ECTS
• Study Program Computer Science - 60 ECTS,
  1 year - Master in Electrical Engineering - Computer Science - 300 ECTS

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the University of East Sarajevo is the organizer of the international scientific-expert symposium "INFOTEH- JAHORINA," which is traditionally held in March each year. "INFOTEH- Jahorina" is one of the leading national conferences on the application of information and communication technologies bringing together a large number of participants from the former Yugoslavia and beyond. The Symposium is categorized as an international meeting of the first category by the Ministry of Science and Technology of Republic of Srpska.

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the University of East Sarajevo has developed international co-operation primarily with similar faculties in the region, as well as with related faculties and institutes from the EU. In the framework of the cooperation, exchanges of students and teachers through various activities such as scientific and professional meetings, seminars and summer schools are occasionally implemented.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSONALNE DUGOVJELJIVE DUZETNIK</th>
<th>ORGANIZACIONE VARJABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>radžer</td>
<td>Tim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ve enost</td>
<td>Strategija</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Struktura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kultura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proizvodi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mашински факултет

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering was established in 1994 in Vogosca, and later it was relocated in the municipality of East New Sarajevo. Classes are organized in three study programs at first and second study cycles. The Faculty is known for its modern laboratories, a multimedia room and centers for scientific research. The Faculty educates quality experts in the field of mechanical science who are able to become leaders in the industry development in the region and beyond.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle of study and study program they have completed.

1 cycle
- Mechanical Engineering, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Mechanical Engineering
- Mechanical Wood Processing Technology, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Mechanical Engineer for the Mechanical Wood Processing Technology
The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering organizes the exchange of students and academic staff through participation in the Erasmus + program and CEEPUS. The Faculty actively cooperates with similar faculties in the country and the region. The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering organizes an international scientific conference “COMETa - Conference on Mechanical Engineering Technologies and Application”. Student representative body of the Faculty is the Student Organization of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of East Sarajevo “Gyroscope.”
The Faculty of Medicine was founded in 1993 in Foca. Teaching process is conducted on three cycles of study. The Faculty is dedicated to education of staff in the field of medicine which includes scientific, humanistic and ethical dimension with the continuous improvement of human health through the promotion of the profession, diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases in the community. The Faculty of Medicine provides its students with educational programs of exceptional quality and relevance, educating highly qualified staff.

Graduates gain titles depending on the study cycle and the study program they have completed:

**I cycle**
- Medicine, 360 ECTS – Medical Doctor
- Dentistry, 360 ECTS – Dentistry Doctor
- Health Care, 240 ECTS – Graduated Nurse
- Special Education and Rehabilitation, 240 ECTS, two profiles:
  1. Graduated Speech Therapist – Speech Pathology and Surdoaudiology
  2. Graduated Special Educator and Rehabilitator – Developmental Disorders
II cycle
- Health Care, 300 ECTS - Master in Health Care
- Special Education and Rehabilitation, 300 ECTS, 1 year, two profiles:
  1. Master in Speech Pathology - Speech Pathology and Surdoaudiology
  2. Master in Developmental Disorders

III cycle
- Biomedical Sciences, 540 ECTS, 3 years - PhD in Biomedical Sciences
- Bioengineering and Medical Informatics

The Faculty of Medicine organizes symposium of dentistry doctors, and congress of the surgeons of Republic of Srpska.
The Faculty publishes the journal "Biomedical research".
Students' representative body is the "Association of Students of the Faculty of Medicine in Foca".
Music Academy

Музичка академија
Музичка академија почела је са радом академске 1994/95. године у Илиџи, да би 1996. године била премјештена у Источно Сарајево гдје ради и данас. Настава се изводи на првом и другом циклусу студија. Студенти, осим из Републике Српске и БиХ, у великом броју долазе и из Србије и Црне Горе. Изузетни резултати које су постигли студенти и професори Музичке академије, као и бројне награде и признања на највећим музичким и националним скуповима, сведоче о квалитету образовања који пружа Музичка академија Универзитета у Источном Сарајеву.

Музичка академија је израсла у штампашку уметничку институцију која својим радом и резултатима значајно доприноси афирмацији музичке уметности упшће, представљајући Универзитет, Републику Српску би Х и домаћим и међународним аквирима.

Студенти минималне стручне звања у зависности од циклуса студија, студијског програма и смјера који су завршили:

I циклус

• Студијски програм Вокално-инструментални са смјеровима:
  1. клавир – 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани музички умјетник - пијаниста
  2. хармоника – 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани музички умјетник - акордеониста
  3. гитара – 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани музички умјетник - гитариста
  4. флаута – 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани музички умјетник – флаутиста
  5. виолина – 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани музички умјетник – виолиниста
  6. соло пјевање – 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани музички умјетник – соло пјевач

The Academy of Music began to work in the academic 1994/1995 in Ilidza and in 1996 it was moved to East Sarajevo, where it is located today. Classes are held on the first and second study cycles. Students, apart from Republic of Srpska and BiH, come in large number from Serbia and Montenegro. The exceptional results of students and professors of the Academy of Music, as well as numerous awards and recognitions, in the best way reflect the quality of education provided by the Academy of Music of the University of East Sarajevo.

The Academy has grown into a serious artistic institution. Its performance and results significantly contributes to the affirmation of musical art in general, representing the University, Republic of Srpska and Bosnia and Herzegovina in the country and internationally.

Graduates gain titles depending on the cycles of study, study program and direction they have completed:

I cycle

• Vocal–instrumental study program:
  1. Piano – 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Music Art - Pianist
  2. Accordion – 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Music Art - Accordionist
  3. Guitar – 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Music Art - Guitarist
  4. Flute – 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Music Art - Flutist
  5. Violin – 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Music Art - Violinist
  6. Viola – 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Music Art - Violist
  7. Solo Singing – 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Music Art - Solo Vocalist
The exceptional results have been achieved by the chamber choir which was established under the Church Music and Chanting study program, unique of its kind in the Balkans.

Music Academy

The Academy of Music is the organizer of one of the major European festivals for solo accordion in the field of academic music "Akordeon art", which is organized every year.

The Academy of Music of the University of East Sarajevo is a full member of the AEC (Association Européenne des Conservatoires), CIA (Confédération Internationale des Accordéonistes), CMA (Confédération Mondiale de l’Accordéon) and UNESCO Music Council.

The Academy has signed agreements and protocols on cooperation with numerous related academies from BiH, the region, Europe and the world, with the special emphasis on intensive cooperation with the prestigious Russian academies and institutes.
Педагошки факултет

Faculty of Pedagogy
The Faculty of Education was founded in 1994, and in the academic 2002/03 it was transformed into today’s Faculty of Pedagogy. Classes are held on the first and second study cycles. The Faculty of Pedagogy is distinguished by high quality teaching staff, modern facilities for teaching and a variety of extracurricular activities.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle and study program they have completed:

**I cycle**
- Class Teaching, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Professor of Class Teaching
- Pre-school Education, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Teacher of Preschool Children
- Technical Education and Information Sciences, 180 ECTS, 3 years - Graduated Professor of Technical Education and Informatics

**I циклус студија**
- Разредна настава, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани професор разредне наставе
- Предшколско образовање, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани васпитач предшколске дјеце
- Техничко образовање и информатика, 180 ECTS, 3 године - дипломирани професор техничког образовања и информатике
II cycle
• Class Teaching, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Class Teaching
• Pre-school Education, 120 ECTS, 2 years - Master in Preschool Education

The Faculty of Pedagogy traditionally organizes the conference with international participation and publishes the journal “New School”. 
Faculty of Agriculture

Пољопривредни факултет
The Faculty of Agriculture was founded in the academic 1994/95 in East Sarajevo. Classes are held on three cycles of study. The specificity of the Faculty of Agriculture is reflected, among other things, in the fact that the educational process is organized in three locations - East Sarajevo, Bijeljina and Vlasenica. The Faculty has very well realized cooperation with local communities and enterprises.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle and study program they have completed:

**1 cycle**
- Study program Agriculture (Departments in East Sarajevo and Bijeljina), 240 credits, 4 years, three directions:
  1. General Direction – Graduated Agricultural Engineer
  2. Crop Production – Graduated Agricultural Engineer
  3. Livestock – Graduated Agricultural Engineer
- Study program Forestry (Department in Vlasenica), 240 ECTS, 4 years – Graduated Forestry Engineer
- Study Program Agromediterranean Production

---

Poљопривредни факултет

Poљопривредни факултет Источног Сарајева основан је академске 1994/95. године у Источном Сарајеву. Настава се изводи на три циклуса студија. Специфичност Пољопривредног факултета огледа се, између осталог, у томе што је наставни процес организован на три локације - Источна Сарајева, Бијељина и Власеница. Факултет има веома добро остварену сарадњу са локалним заједницама и привредним предузећима.

Свршени студенти стичу звања у зависности од циклуса и студијског програма који су завршили:

1 циклус студија
- Студијски програм Пољопривреда (одјељења Источна Сарајева и Бијељина), 240 ECTS бодова, 4 године, три смјера:
  1. општи смјер - дипломирани инжењер пољопривреде
  2. биљна производња - дипломирани инжењер пољопривреде
  3. сточарство - дипломирани инжењер пољопривреде
- Студијски програм Шумарство (одјељење Власеница), 240 ECTS бодова, 4 године - дипломирани инжењер шумарства
- Студијски програм Агромедитеранска производња
Пољопривредни факултет традиционално организује међународну конференцију „Agrosym” која је најбоље рангирани научни скуп у Републици Српској, у конкуренцији од 50 научних скупова из свих области. Научни одбор скупа чине научници са свих континента, што скупу даје снажан међународни печат и научни кредибилитет.

Пољопривредни факултет има веома добро развијену међународну сарадњу која се одвија кроз међународну размјену студената и наставног особља са престижним факултетима из Русије, Италије и земаља региона.

Пољопривредни факултет издаје часопис „Агрофор“.

Студентско представничко тијело Пољопривредног факултета је „Савез студената“.

II циклус студија
• Пољопривреда, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер пољопривреде

III циклус студија
• Управљање прехрамбеним панцем, 180 ECTS, 3 године

The Faculty of Agriculture traditionally organizes international conference "Agrosym" which is a top-ranking scientific meeting in Republic of Srpska among 50 scientific conferences in all areas. The Scientific Committee of this Conference consists of scientists from all continents, which gives a powerful international seal and scientific credibility.

The Faculty of Agriculture has a very well developed international cooperation that takes place through the international exchange of students and staff with prestigious universities from Russia, Italy and the countries in the region.

The Faculty of Agriculture issues a magazine "AGROFOR".

The student representative body of the Faculty of Agriculture is "Association of Students".

II cycle
• Agriculture, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Agriculture

III cycle
• The Management of the Food Chain, 180 ECTS, 3 years
Faculty of Law

Правни факултет

Faculty of Law
The Faculty of Law was established in the academic year 1994/95 in Ilidza, and in 1996 the headquarters of the Faculty was relocated in Pale. Classes are successfully implemented in the first and second study cycles. The Faculty of Law of the University of East Sarajevo is recognized in Republic of Srpska as a leading institution of legal education in its eastern part with the highest standards concerning education process and the required knowledge. Its graduates occupy important positions in the Republican bodies and joint institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle and study program they have completed:

I cycle
- Study Program Law (Departments in Pale, Bijeljina and Srebrenica), 240 ECTS,
  4 years - Bachelor in Law

I циклус студија
- Студијски програм Праве (одјељења у Палама, Бијељини и Сребреници), 240 ECTS,
  4 године - дипломирани правник
The Faculty of Law traditionally organizes scientific meetings with the participation of the eminent representatives of legal science and profession, as well as lectures of professors and eminent legal experts from foreign universities.

The Faculty of Law publishes the journal for Legal and Social Sciences "Yearbook of the Faculty of Law in East Sarajevo".

The Student Association of the Faculty of Law is the only student representative body of the Faculty through which students exercise their rights and obligations. Activity of the Association of students are carried out in two areas: academic area (section of rhetoric, debate club, participation in the work of the Academic Council of the Faculty, the realization of projects with local and international non-governmental organizations, embassies of foreign countries in B & H) and sports area.
Православный
богословский
факультет
"Свети Василије Острошки"

Faculty
of
Orthodox
Theology
"St. Vasilije Ostroski"
The Faculty of Orthodox Theology „St. Vasilije Ostroski“ was founded in Foca in 1994. Teaching process is conducted on the first and second study cycles. There is possibility to apply to doctoral studies and postgraduate studies under the old program. Recognizability of the Faculty of Orthodox Theology „St. Vasilije Ostroski“ is reflected, among other things, in the fact that this is the unique faculty in Republic of Srpska specialized in this area, as well as the fact that the founder of the Faculty, in addition to the Government of Republic of Sipska, is also the Serbian Orthodox Church.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the study cycle and the completed study program:

I cycle
- Orthodox Theology, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Theologian
- Practical Course, 180 ECTS, 3 years - Graduated Theologian
- Theological-Pastoral, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Theologian
- Ecclesiastical Art and Painting, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Theologian in Ecclesiastical Art and Painting
- Canon Law and Administration, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Theologian in Canon Law and Administration
- General Theology, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Theologian
Православни богословски факултет „Свети Василије Острошки“ издаје часопис „Годишњак“.

II циклус студија
- Теологија, 60 ECTS, 1 година – мастер теологије
- Општи смјер, 60 ECTS, 1 година – мастер теологије

II cycle
- Theology, 60 ECTS, 1 year – Master in Theology
- General Theology – 60 ECTS, 1 year – Master in Theology

The Faculty of Orthodox Theology „St. Vasilije Ostroski“ publishes the magazine “Yearbook“.
Faculty of Traffic Engineering
The Faculty of Traffic Engineering was founded in 2005 in Doboj. Classes are held on three study cycles. Students improve skills by performing practical training and laboratory exercises in modern laboratories.

Graduates gain titles depending on the cycles and the study program they have completed:

I cycle
- Study program Traffic, 240 ECTS, 4 years, with profiles:
  1. Road and Urban Traffic – Graduated Traffic Engineer – Road and Urban Traffic
  3. Logistics – Graduated Traffic Engineer – Logistics
  5. Roads – Graduated Traffic Engineer – Roads
  7. Motor Vehicles – Graduated Traffic Engineer – Motor Vehicles
  8. Air Traffic – Graduated Traffic Engineer – Air Traffic
II cycle
• Study program Traffic, 60 ECTS, 1 year, with the following profiles:
  1. Road and Urban Traffic – Master in Traffic - Road and Urban Traffic – 300 ECTS
  3. Logistics – Master in Traffic - Logistics – 300 ECTS
   and Postal Traffic – 300 ECTS
  5. Roads – Master in Traffic - Roads – 300 ECTS
  6. Information Technologies in Traffic – Master in Traffic - Information Technologies
   in Traffic – 300 ECTS

III cycle
• Study program Traffic, 180 ECTS, 3 years – PhD in Technical Sciences – Traffic – 480
  ECTS
• Study program Information Systems in Communications and Logistics

The Faculty of Traffic Engineering has developed cooperation with related faculties and institutions in the country, the region and the world. Also, the Faculty successfully cooperates with commercial enterprises in Doboj and the environment, as well as with the relevant Ministries of Republic of Srpska. The Faculty of Traffic Engineering traditionally organizes international symposium “New Horizons of Transport and Communications,” which promotes the exchange of scientific, technical knowledge, experience in the field of traffic, transport and communications, representing a valuable contribution to the development of this field and problem solving.
Faculty of Technology
Технолошки факултет Зворник основан је академске 1993/94. године. Факултет је перманентно усавршавао наставни план и програм с циљем повећања ефикасности студирања и усвајања најновијих научних сазнања, пратећи потребе привреде. Настава се изводи у модерним лабораторијама на три циклуса студија. Наставни процес усклађен је са концепцијом Болоњске декларације и препорукама Европске федерације за хемијско инжењерство (EFCE).

Свршени студенти стичу звање у зависности од циклуса студија и смјера студијског програма који су завршили:

1. циклус студија
• Студијски програм Хемијско инжењерство и технологија, 240 ECTS, 4 године са 4 модула:
  1. Хемијско процесно инжењерство и технологија – дипломирани инжењер хемијског инжењерства
  2. Инжењерство заштите животне средине – дипломирани инжењер заштите животне средине
  3. Прехрамбена технологија – дипломирани инжењер прехрамбеног инжењерства
  4. Заштита на раду и заштита од пожара – дипломирани инжењер заштите на раду
• Студијски програм Биологија – дипломирани професор биологије
• Студијски програм Хемија – дипломирани професор хемије

The Faculty of Technology was established in Zvornik in the academic year 1993/94. The Faculty constantly improves the curriculum in order to increase efficiency of studying, adopting the latest scientific knowledge, and following the needs of the economy. Teaching process is carried out in modern laboratories on three study cycles. The teaching process is aligned with the concept of the Bologna Declaration and the recommendations of the European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE).

Graduates gain titles depending on the cycles and the study program they have completed:

1 cycle
• Study program Chemical Engineering and Technology, 240 ECTS, 4 years with 4 modules:
  1. Chemical Process Engineering and Technology – B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering
  2. Environmental Engineering – B.Sc. in Environmental Protection
  3. Food Technology – B.Sc. in Food Engineering
  4. Occupational Safety and Fire Protection – B.Sc. in Occupational Safety
• Study program Biology – Graduated Biology Professor
• Study program Chemistry – Graduated Chemistry Professor
II cycle

• Study program Chemical Engineering and Technology, 60 ECTS, 1 year, with 4 modules:
  1. Chemical Process Engineering and Technology – Master in Chemical Engineering – 300 ECTS
  2. Environmental Engineering – Master in Environmental Engineering – 300 ECTS
  3. Food Technology – Master in Food Technology – 300 ECTS

The Faculty of Technology has been successfully implementing a large number of development and research projects, as well as a number of international and projects contracted with the economy. The Faculty won a special award of the Chamber of Commerce of Republic of Srpska as the most successful higher education institution in the field of cooperation with the economy in 2012, and the Ministry of Science and Technology as the best scientific research institutions in Republic of Srpska in 2013.

The Faculty of Technology successfully organizes the International Congress “Engineering, Ecology and Materials in Process Industry”, which is held every two years, where presenters are renowned researchers and scientists from the country and the world.

The Faculty of Technology publishes categorized scientific journal “Journal of Engineering and Processing Management” with works published by authors from the country and abroad.

Student representative body is the “Student Association of the Faculty of Technology in Zvornik.”
The Faculty of Business Economics was founded in 2005 in Bijeljina, continuing the tradition of the College of Foreign Trade, established in 1993. Classes are held in four study programs at the first and second study cycles.

The Faculty of Business Economics enables its students efficient application of scientific and professional achievements in the field of economics with the possibility of professional work in all segments of business and public administration, especially in companies, banks, insurance companies, accounting agencies, auditing firms, investment funds, brokerage houses, stock exchanges, etc.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycles of the study degree program they have completed:

I cycle
- Business Economics, Foreign Trade, Taxation and Customs, 240 ECTS, 4 years – Bachelor in Economics
- Business Economics, Department of Finance, Banking and Insurance, 240 ECTS, 4 years – Bachelor in Economics
- Business Economics, Business Informatics, 240 ECTS, 4 years – Bachelor in Economics

Факултет пословне економије

The Faculty of Business Economics was founded in 2005 in Bijeljina, continuing the tradition of the College of Foreign Trade, established in 1993. Classes are held in four study programs at the first and second study cycles.

The Faculty of Business Economics enables its students efficient application of scientific and professional achievements in the field of economics with the possibility of professional work in all segments of business and public administration, especially in companies, banks, insurance companies, accounting agencies, auditing firms, investment funds, brokerage houses, stock exchanges, etc.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycles of the study degree program they have completed:

I циклус студија
- Пословна економија, смјер спољна трговина, порези и царине, 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани економиста
- Пословна економија, смјер финансије, банкарство и осигурање, 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани економиста
- Пословна економија, смјер пословна информатика, 240 ECTS, 4 године – дипломирани економиста

Свршени студенти стичу звања у зависности од циклуса студија и смјера студијског програма који су завршили:
International exchange of students and teaching staff at the Faculty of Business Economics in Bijeljina provides an opportunity for all interested students to choose, according to their preferences, a faculty abroad where they want to study one semester. All professors and assistants are also given the opportunity to develop their skills abroad.

The Faculty of Business Economics Bijeljina publishes journal "New Economist" twice a year, and organizes scientific-technical conference "EKONBIZ" in Bijeljina every three years.

There is a student organization of active students and alumni organization of graduates at the Faculty.
Production and Management Faculty
The Production and Management Faculty was established in 1995 in Trebinje. Teaching process is conducted in two study programs at first and second study cycles. Contemporary theoretical and practical forms of teaching process are aligned with the Bologna model and the quality assurance system at the University of East Sarajevo. Competence of graduates of the Faculty have been confirmed in practice in the areas of engineering, energy, management and other fields. The Faculty has a modern research laboratory, unique in the region.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle of study and study program they have completed:

I cycle
- Industrial Management, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Industrial Engineering and Management
- Industrial Engineering for Energy, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Industrial Engineering of Energy

I циклус студија
- Индустријски менаџмент, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани инжењер индустријског инжењерства и менаџмента
- Индустријско инжењерство за енергетику, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани инжењер индустријског инжењерства за енергетику
Факултет за производњу и менаџмент остварује интензиван научно-истраживачки рад кроз националне и међународне пројекте, нарочито кроз билатералне пројекте мобилности наставника и студената. Развијена је изванредна сарадња са сродним факултетима у региону у оквиру универзитетских уговора о сарадњи.

Факултет организује научно-стручну конференцију „Математичка конференција Републике Српске“, а суорганизатор је међународне конференције IRMES. У сарадњи са Министарством науке и технологије Републике Српске, Факултет за производњу и менаџмент организује манифестацију „Ноћ истраживача“.

Студентско представничко тијело овог Факултета је „Удружење студентата Факултета за производњу и менаџмент Требиње“.

The Production and Management Faculty realizes intensive scientific research through national and international projects, particularly through bilateral mobility projects for teachers and students. Excellent cooperation with similar faculties in the region within the inter-university cooperation agreements has been developed.

The Faculty organizes scientific conference “Mathematical Conference of Republic of Srpska”, and it is the co-organizer of the international conference IRMES. In cooperation with the Ministry of Science and Technology of Republic of Srpska, the Production and Management Faculty organizes the event “Researchers’ Night”.

Students' representative body of the Faculty is the “Association of Students of the Production and Management Faculty Trebinje.”
Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
Faculty of Physical Education and Sports

The Faculty of Physical Education and Sports was established in Pale in 1995 under the name Faculty of Physical Culture. Teaching is organized into two study programs – Physical Education and Sports, on the first and second study cycles, while the third study cycle is in the process of licensing.

The entire teaching process at the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports is performed by the own teaching and associate staff. It is noteworthy that, in addition to the theoretical part of teaching, the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports organizes a field trips for students such as skiing on Jahorina mountain, camping in Tjentište and rafting on the Rivers Drina and Tara. The Faculty boasts about a large number of successful athletes, while more than a dozen of students from the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports were participants in the Olympic Games with notable results.

At the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports classes are held in two study cycles. Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle and study program they have completed:

I Cycle
• Physical Education, 240 ECTS, 4 years – Graduated Teacher of Physical Education
• Sports, 180 ECTS, 3 years – Graduated Coach (selected branches of sport: sports recreation, football, basketball, volleyball, handball, alpine skiing, biathlon, judo, karate, kick boxing, athletics).

I циклус студија
• Физичко васпитање, 240 ECTS бодова, 4 године – дипломирани професор физичког васпитања
• Спорт, 180 ECTS бодова, 3 године – дипломирани тренер (изабране гране спорта: спортска рекреација, фудбал, кошарка, одбојка, рукомет, алпско скијање, бижотон, уудо, караке, мик бокс, атлетика).
The Faculty publishes scientific journal in the field of physical education and sport "Sports and Health". The journal has a national character with international participation, and it is included in the first category. The magazine has been published since 2006, twice a year in English and Serbian language.

There is a student representative body "Student Organization of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports" at the Faculty.

### II cycle
- **Physical Education**, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Physical Education - 300 ECTS
- **Sports**, 120 credits, 2 years. Study program has two orientations:
  1. Sports - Master in Sport - 300 ECTS
  2. Sports Recreation - Master in Sports Recreation - 300 ECTS

### II циклус студија
- Физичко васпитање, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер физичког васпитања - 300 ECTS
- Спорт, 120 ECTS, 2 године. Студијски програм има два усмерења:
  1. Спорт - мастер спорта - 300 ECTS
  2. Спортска рекреација - мастер спортске рекреације - 300 ECTS
Faculty of Philosophy

Филозофски факултет

Faculty of Philosophy
The Faculty of Philosophy was founded in 1993 in Pale. Teaching process is organized on the first, second, and third study cycles. The Faculty of Philosophy offers its students the possibility of studying various study programs in the field of philosophy, philology, political, and natural and mathematical sciences. Teaching is carried out in modern equipped space. The Faculty boasts about professionally educated and competent scientific teaching staff consisting of, in addition to own staff, eminent visiting professors. The Faculty of Philosophy is distinguished by a number of cultural events such as poetry and literary evenings, book promotions, magazines, films, lectures of eminent scholars and cultural workers from the country and abroad.

Graduates acquire titles depending on the cycle of study and study program they have completed:

I Cycle
- Philosophy, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Professor of Philosophy
- Sociology, 240 ECTS, 4 years - two modules:
  1. Bachelor in Sociology
  2. Sociologist - social work
- Journalism, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Journalism
- Political Science and International Relations, 240 ECTS, 4 years - two modules:
  1. Bachelor in Political Sciences
  2. Bachelor in Political Sciences - International Relations
- History, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Professor of History
- Pedagogy, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Pedagogy
- Psychology, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Bachelor in Psychology
- Serbian Language and Literature, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Professor of Serbian Language and Literature
- Russian and Serbian Language and Literature, 240 ECTS, 4 years - Graduated Professor of Russian and Serbian Language and Literature

I циклус
- Филозофија, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани професор филозофије
- Социолоштво, 240 ECTS, 4 године - два модула:
  1. дипломирани социолог
  2. дипломирани социолог – социјални рад
- Новинарство, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани новинар
- Политикологија и међународни односи, 240 ECTS, 4 године - два модула:
  1. дипломирани политиколог
  2. дипломирани политиколог – међународни односи
- Историја, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани професор историје
- Педагогија, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани педагог
- Психолоштво, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани психолог
- Српски језик и књижевност, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани професор српског језика и књижевности
- Руски и српски језик и књижевност, 240 ECTS, 4 године - дипломирани професор руског и српског језика и књижевности
II  циклус студија
• Филозофија, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер филозофије – 300 ECTS
• Социологија, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер социологије – 300 ECTS
• новинарство, 60 ECTS, 1 година - два модула:
  1. мастер новинарства – 300 ECTS
  2. мастер комунIKологије – 300 ECTS
• историја, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер историје – 300 ECTS
• разредна настава, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер разредне наставе – 300 ECTS
• педагогија, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер педагогије – 300 ECTS
• психолошки, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер психолошки – 300 ECTS
• српски језик и књижевност, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер српског језика и књижевности – 300 ECTS
• руски и српски језик и књижевност, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер руског и српског језика и књижевности – 300 ECTS
• енглески језик и књижевност, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер енглеског језика и књижевности – 300 ECTS
• кинески језик и књижевност, 60 ECTS, 1 година - мастер кинеског језика и књишевности – 300 ECTS
• општа књижевност и библиотекарство, 60 ECTS, 1 година - два модула:
  1. мастер библиотекарства – 300 ECTS
  2. мастер компаративне књижевности – 300 ECTS

II Cycle
• Philosophy, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Philosophy - 300 ECTS
• Sociology, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Sociology - 300 ECTS
• Journalism, 60 ECTS, 1 year - two modules:
  1. Master in Journalism – 300 ECTS
  2. Master in Communicology – 300 ECTS
• History, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in History - 300 ECTS
• Class Teaching, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Class Teaching - 300 ECTS
• Pedagogy, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Pedagogy - 300 ECTS
• Psychology, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Psychology - 300 ECTS
• Russian and Serbian Language and Literature, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Russian Language and Literature - 300 ECTS
• General Literature and Library Science, 60 ECTS, one year - two modules:
  1. Master in Library Science - 300 ECTS
  2. Master in Comparative Literature - 300 ECTS
• Geography, 60 ECTS, 1 year - Master in Geography - 300 ECTS
• Mathematics and Computer Science, 60 ECTS, one year - two modules:
  1. Master in Mathematics – 300 ECTS
  2. Master in Informatics – 300 ECTS
• Mathematics and Physics, 60 ECTS, 1 year – two modules:
  1. Master in Mathematics – 300 ECTS
  2. Master in Physics – 300 ECTS

The Faculty of Philosophy has developed international cooperation with related faculties at universities in many countries, among others, France, Hungary, China, Slovenia, Russia. The Faculty annually organizes two highly ranked scientific events - a national conference with international participation “Science and Reality” and national conference “Students’ Conference”. The Faculty of Philosophy publishes “Proceedings of the Symposium ‘Science and European integration’”, “Proceedings of the ‘Students’ Conference’” and the journal “Papers”. The student representative body at the Faculty of Philosophy is “Student organizations of the Faculty of Philosophy (SOFF)”. 

III cycle
• Philology, 180 ECTS, 3 years:
  1. PhD in Philology - Serbistics - Linguistics
  2. PhD in Philology – Serbistics - Literature
  3. PhD in Philology - Russian Studies - Linguistics
  4. PhD in Philology - Russian Studies - Literature
  5. PhD in Philology - Germanistics - Linguistics
  6. PhD in Philology - Germanistics - Literature
  7. PhD in Philology - Anglistics - Linguistics
  8. PhD in Philology - Anglistic – Literature
Медицински факултет
Педагошки факултет
Политривредни факултет (одељење)

Економски факултет
Социјални факултет (Православни богословски факултет, Богословски факултет, Црквена уметност и сликарство)
Технички факултет
Политривредни факултет (Шумарство)
Правни факултет (одељење)

Електротехнички факултет
Политривредни факултет (Машински факултет, Машички факултет)
Музичка академија
Економски факултет
Факултет физичког васпитања и спорта
Филозофски факултет

Медицински факултет
Политривредни факултет (Машински факултет, Машички факултет)
Академија ликовних уметности
Факултет за производњу и менаџмент

РЕКТОРАТ
Вука Карадзича 30
71266 Лукавица, Источно Сарајево
Република Српска, Босна и Херцеговина
Тел: +387 57 320 330
Факс: +387 57 320 330
E-mail: univerzitet@ues.rs.ba

РЕКТОРАТ
Vuka Karadžića 30
71266 Lukavica, East Sarajevo
Republic of Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Phone: +387 57 320 330
Fax: +387 57 320 330
E-mail: univerzitet@ues.rs.ba